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1. Problem Definition
1 .1 . Overview
1.1 .1 . Problem
In the lumbar region of the spine, the spinal cord travels through a small hole in your vertebrae
called the spinal canal. There is a medical condition where the spinal canal becomes restricted .
This condition is called stenosis . There are several reasons for this pinching of the spinal
column . These include the growth of bone spurs, the accumulation of ligaments in the canal, or
a genetic trait. When these occur in the lower five vertebrae (the lumbar region), it is called
lumbar stenosis. The symptoms of Lumbar Stenosis are shooting pain through the legs,
especially during activity, and feelings of weakness or numbness in the lower back.

1.1.2. Identification of the customer
We are working with the product development department of CoorsTek Medical. This
department specializes in medical devices and is looking for a novel implant and procedure to
treat lumbar spinal stenosis . We have been working with David Koch and Justin Hyer at
CoorsTek. David is the Director of Engineering and Justin Hyer is a Product Development
Engineer at CoorsTek.

1.1.2.1. Customer Responsibilities
CoorsTek representatives and related faculty will provide the following support and mentorship
to assist the USU design team :
• Engineering mentorship to include one or two mechanical design engineers who will
meet with the engineering students on a regular basis to give feedback and guidance on
the design.
• Mentors will facilitate and attend the kick-off meeting as well as the project design
reviews .
• The design team will have use of CoorsTek facilities as needed including conference
rooms and, if desired, office space for the team to work in and maintain project
docu me nts/p rototypes .

1.1.3. Target end user
Patients with Lumbar Stenosis can find relief from their symptoms if the pressure due to the
constriction in the spinal canal is relieved. These patients are usually above 50 or younger
people born with the narrowing canal. There are also those that suffer from stenosis due to a
back injury (http://www.niams .nih .gov/Health Info/Spinal Stenosis/).
Spinal surgeons would use our product and procedure as a treatment for those patients
suffering from Lumbar Stenosis according to the discretion of the surgeon as to the candidacy of
the patient for this procedure.
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1.2. Requirements (quantitative, tabularized)
1.2.1. Functional Requirements
This project must complete and/or comply with the following functional requirements :

1.2.1.1. Implant
•
•
•
•

Implantable device should maintain a distracted spacing between the posterior arch and
the vertebral body to create additional volume in the vertebral foramen .
The implanted device must promote or facilitate bone fusion . Depending on many
parameters , fusion usually occurs over 3 to 9 months .
All implanted parts and instruments must enter the body percutaneously.
Made of biocompatible material.

1.2.1.1. Instrumentation
•
•
•

Current spine instrumentation will be used for accessing the site .
An instrument will need to be designed to transect the pedicle and possibly other tissue
to create enough release for the distraction .
Design instruments which will act to insert and engage the implants .

1.2.2. Project Specifications
To meet the functional requirements outlined above, the final product must meet the following
specifications :
• Determine the structural loading of the pedicle for static/dynamic comp ression and shear
and design the implani to withstand that loading .
• All parts must individually fit within a 10 mm incision .
• Final assembly must provide a distraction distance of 2-5 mm between the posterior arch
and the vertebral body.
• Accommodate 90 % of anatomy.
• To be completed and turned over to CoorsTek Medical by the end of April.
• Define surgical procedure .
• Goal to test implant in a cadaver specimen using the CoorsTek medical su rgical lab .

1.3. Other goals and desired objectives
This project is meant to stand as a proof of concept for CoorsTek to further research at their
own discretion .
90% of all procedures for Lumbar stenosis occur in the L4 and L5 , so we designed our project
family to fit in that area . The minimum width of the L4 and L5 is just under 10mm. We designed
the drill hole to be 8.5mm in order to fit within that space. The rotation of the spacer into
engagement will be determined by the surgeon. For all the pedicles with a width beyond 14mm,
the spacer will be able to be rotated 90 degrees from insertion cut for maximum engagement
with the bone face . For those below 14mm, it will be rotated until it will engage the bone face
7

without extending past the pedicle area (about 45 degrees). This is also designed to be part of a
family of implants where , for smaller pedicles , the surgeon can choose a size appropriate for the
patient.

combinations of levels treated
L-5 on ly
L-4 & L-5
L-3 & L-5
L-3 & L-4

10
7
1
1

Figure 1: Where Lumbar Stenos is Occurs
Number of patients with stenotic verte brae and where they occur
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1.4. End of course deliverable
We will be delivering an implant, accompanying instrumentation, design documentation, and a
procedure on the percutaneous insertion of the implant. This will be used as a proof of concept
by CoorsTek to be further researched or manufactured according to customer's discretion . The
implant will eventually be iterated into a family of implants that will be capable of spanning the
distraction range that we have outlined in the Project Specifications .
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1.5. Issues of primary concern
As with all medical devices, safety of the patient, both short and long term , is of major concern
and will be actively addressed throughout the design process . Other initial concerns are the
actual implant design. This project requires the design team to create a solution to the problem ;
whereas other projects have concepts for solutions at the beginning of the timeline. This will
require the team to brainstorm different solutions and later on pick one design to move forward
onto test and prototype . Lastly, the procedure workspace is very small, on the order of 10 to 20
millimeters . This presents a major issue with instrumentation design . The instruments
themselves cannot have large radial movement and will be mostly an axial design to allow the
instrument to fit inside the dilating tube . Another issue associated with this workspace is
machining tolerances . Either the instruments themselves must be significantly smaller than the
tube diameter to allow for larger tolerances, which will potentially increase design complexity, or
the mach ining tolerances will be very small , increasing machining costs.

2. Conceptual Analysis
2.1. Options
We approached the problem from va rious different angles, trying to focus on using existing
technology to ease the introduction to into the medical field . Our designs focused on using
standard pedicle screws with which surgeons are familiar and comfortable with working . The
designs narrowed down to two major concepts : a compound screw and and screw/spacer
combination .
The compound screw is a multi-piece screw that would be inserted like a regular pedicle screw.
An internal section of the screw woul d then be able to be rotated to separate the various
sections of the screw and add the needed distraction without the outer sections rotating. The
internal portion would be fixed into place once the desired level of distraction was achieved .
The screw and spacer uses a pedicle screw and a spacer that would act similar to a washer. A
pilot hole would be drilled and the transection of the pedicle made . Once the cut has been
made, the washer would be inserted through the hole . A pedicle screw would follow and pass
through a hole in the washer and embed itself into the vertebral body . We have been
investigating several styles of spacers and ped icle screws , varying the diameters and profiles .
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2.2. Conceptual design
2.2.1. Spacer Concept

Figure 3: Spacer Conceptual Design

Our design will provide the added space to the spinal canal by transecting both pedicles of the
vertebrae and provide the distraction by pulling the entire posterior arch away from the vertebral
body a distance of 2-5 mm. According to our calculations, this should provide an increase in the
area of 20-50% of the cross-sectional area of the spinal canal. This distraction will be
maintained by inserting a spacer into the cut area of the pedicles and inserting a pedicle screw
through the posterior arch , the spacer, and then vertebral body to hold the configuration in place
until the bone can fuse over the distracted space .
Our team considered the idea of utilizing a multi-diameter screw. This screw would have
stepped down to a smaller diameter as the screw met the spacer and continued into the
vertebral body . This idea was set aside when the additional flange length gained from this
design was calculated and determined not add a significant amount of surface area to decrease
the pressure on the flanges . We also assumed that the smaller diameter portion of the screw
would decrease the thread size and possibly cause the screw to fail inside of the vertebral body
from a lack of locking power.
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2.2.2. Compound Screw Concept

Figure 4: Screw Conceptual Design

This concept was deemed as infringing on a previous patent. Patent US 9044279 B2 a current
patent on a similar device that states the following :
"A device or implant that includes a pedicle lengthening implant to
decompress (expand) the spinal canal, and a bridge to connect
two or more pedicle lengthening implants and/or pedicle screws or
bone anchors to achieve simultaneous spinal stabilization across
one or more vertebral segments . The bridge across the vertebral
segments can include a longitud inal member, such as a plate or
rod . The pedicle lengthening implant is originally made, or can be
mod ified to, connect to the longitudinal member. "

2.3. Down Selection Process
Before the existing patent was found the design team used a we ighted down select process to
decide which design to continue developing . The team as a whole decided the relative weights
for each criterion based on their importance to the deliverables. Each team member rated each
criterion on a scale of 1-10, 10 being "Fulfills requirement completely," and the averages of the
team are shown below.

Design Criteria Relative Weight Spacer System
Strength of Implant
9
82
Distraction Possible
2
7
Difficulty ct Surgical Procedure
9
7.2
Ease of Use
7
6.8
Promote Bone Growth
7
8.2
Manufacturability
8
8.8
Complications Risk
8
8.8
Complexity of Instrumentation
6
6.2
56
Total Points
419.8
Figure 5: Weighted Criterion
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Screw System

6.2
7.8
7.8
8.2
8.6

6.4
6.6
7.4
407.6

3. Program Management (as of CDR)
3.1. Work Breakdown Structure
Our team was organized in such a way that all three components can be addressed
simultaneously. Our Project Managers focused mostly on the documentation and various
aspects of the project that needed additional attention . Those team members who focused on
the procedure were chosen to focus on the instrumentation as well. Connor and Jeff worked
mostly on the implant itself and the interfacing between the spacer and the insertion device as
well as the spacer and the screw. A detailed graphic of the WBS is located in Appendix C.

3.2. Time management, Gantt Chart
The major problem with our timeline this past semester was that Misonix failed to meet with our
design team or CoorsTek. Due to problems with filling out the correct paperwork before the
meeting, the representative from Misonix was not allowed to discuss our proposed design and
use of their product with our team . We hope to meet with the representative at the beginning of
the new year.
As our team looks forward there are a few steps to testing our design . First, we will print a new
3D model with the new flange size we have designed . The next step is to do a compression
test. This will be done with bone foam that matches the density of the outer layer of bone, which
is where the implant will rest. An approximation of the axial forces will then be applied to the
model to determine if the implant will subside in the foam, and, if so, by how much. Following
that, we will test how the implant and screw in a bending test. This will also be administered with
forces higher than typically expected.
Throughout the semester, cutter validation will be a key priority. The cutting head has been
designed, but it hasn't been prototyped or tested due to the issues with Misonix. If the ultrasonic
cutter from Misonix doesn't work out, there is another option with which surgeons are familiar is
available.
Once the flange size is finalized, the prototyping will be done by the machine shop at CoorsTek.
Once the prototyping is done, the entire design will be validated.

3.4. DFMA analysis
To make the procedure as simple as possible, it also made sense to make the implant as simple
as possible. The spacer started as a complex insertion and fabrication idea, but after evaluating
the bone profile, it made sense to have a flanged tube design. Then, the flanges were made
longer once it was determined the sizes of the pedicles where 90% of the procedure would take
place where longer than was originally planned. The entire piece is machined from a single
piece of material , in this case, titanium .
The insertion device was originally a complex device, with the distraction and insertion devices
combined in one device, which was a cumbersome unit. It was later decided that two individual
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parts would give more maneuverability to the surgeon. The insertion device was designed to be
contained in one piece, a rod with a pin through to hold a slot in the washer. The lumbar lamina
spreader was sourced as a way to distract the posterior arch . The specific spreader we chose
ratchets into place, holding where the optimal pressure will be held while the surgeon is placing
the spacer.
The compound screw was under revision to be more easily machined until the patent was
discovered, at which time all work was discontinued .

3.5. FMEA analysis
The FMEA is critical for our design process to makes sure that our procedure is safe and
effective for use. We identified each part of the process and identified the major issues that
could arise and analyze them to see what could be mitigated by us or would have to be
completed by CoorsTek or the surgeons themselves .
A big portion of the failure modes cannot be mitigated through our design, the surgeon has to be
capable and familiar with the region to know the minute details of how to correctly perform back
surgery . These failure modes were accounted for in our FMEA but we trust that the education a
surgeon receives prior to being able to practice will further help to mitigate these risks.

3.6. Governing Standards
Due to differences in the regulation process, we plan on initially releasing our design in
European markets. CoorsTek will then look to release the product in the USA; this will make
FDA approval much easier.
Med ical devices are a highly regulated field. Various regions around the world have a regulating
agency to monitor the medical devices that are legal to use and sell in that area . For example,
the United States has the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) that regulates and supervises
the safety, efficacy and security of human and veterinary drugs, biological products, medical
devices, our nation's food supply, cosmetics , and products that emit radiation .
(http://www.fda .gov/AboutFDA/WhatWeDo/default.htm) European countries control medical
devices and products though the European Commission (EC).
(http ://ec .europa .eu/growth/sectors/medical-devices/index_en .htm) The EC has a more
streamlined regulation process that is not nearly as long as the FDA's process . The FDA also
requires a high-risk device to "perform randomized studies before introduction" into the public
market (http ://www.medscape .com/viewarticle/836686_3). For this reason, it is considered an
easier and efficient practice for American medical device companies to release a device into the
European market and then use clinical evidence to speed up the FDA's regulation procedure .
The "Conformite Europeenne" (http://www.medscape .com/viewarticle/836686_3) is the
governing standard for our device. This regulation states that for a device to be distributed in
Europe , it must demonstrate that "the implants do not fall apart or have harmful material in
them ." The device does not have to prove to be beneficial to the patient's disease. In fact, the
Conformite Europeenne states the device can still have a higher risk of "reoperation rates as
compared with other interventions" and can still be approved . This give our design team more
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freedom in their initial designs and allows a prototype to be approved and proven in European
patients .

3. 7. Environmental and Societal Impact
Ideally, there will be no impact on the environment from this device . All waste material can be
sanitized (if necessary) and recycled .
The societal impact varies depending on the population . Since lumbar stenosis seems to occur
at a younger age in the Asian population, so it will have a longer effect there . Overall , the effect
will be a reduction in lower back and leg pain . Due to the minimally invasive nature of the
surgery, rest time will likely be reduced as well.

3.8. Safety
There are a variety of safety issues with the procedure due to the close proximity to the spinal
cord . We hope to mitigate these by using an ultrasonic cutter, which uses a blunt tip at high
speeds to cut hard material while pushing pliable materials aside. Another concern is implant
failure . This is not expected to be a problem , as the bone will fa il sooner than the implant. This
has been analyzed using stress calculations and finite element analysis . It will be further verified
using physical testing on bone models.

3.9. SOM Overview
For this procedure , the required equipment will be two spacers and the insertion device for the
spacers , as designed by the team ; two 6mm x 40mm pedicle screws; a lumbar lam ina spreader
from gSource; the cutting tool , either from Mison ix or a similar concept (Zhang); the dilation
tubes, available from Tedan Su rgical ; bone glue ; scalpel s, as determined by the su rgeon ; and
the necessary equipment to suture the incision closed .

3.10. Budget (financial)
The budget for this project is $1 ,000 from Utah State University and $500 from CoorsTek .
Additionally, CoorsTek is providing 50 hours of shop time , and rapid prototyping as needed .
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3.12. Design Compliance
How we fulfill them

Requirements

Maintain distracted space between vertrebral body and posterior arch (2-Smm ) Proved in sawbone model
Provide Longterm Stability (assessed by a medical Engr )
Flange spacer design approved by Coors Tek
All implanted parts must enter percu1aniously (within dilation tube)

All instruments and implants fit within a ty pcial 26 mm tube

Made ou1 of biocompatible material

Made ou1 of medical grade titanium

Use current technology for accessing the site

Using dilation tubes and pedic le probes

Spec an intrument for pedicle transaction

Modified ultrasonic cutter from Misonix

Design instrumentation for insertion and engagement of implant

See distraction sleeve and insertion rod

Must withstand loading to the area

See graphs from tests

Accommondate 90 % of geometry

See 90% justification file

Prototy pe given by end of april to coorstek

Ready to deliver

Accomplish cadaver test

Completed 4/18/2016

Define sugical procedure

Ou1lined in design files

Figure 6: Design Compliance Table

3.13. Design Revision Management
The implanted spacer itself has gone through various stages but has kept its general use and

Figure 7: Initial Flange Design

design the same . Below are some of the designs that ou r team has gone through to come to our
current design.
In itially members on the team conceived a simple flanged concept to create an implant that
would relieve some of the forces felt on the screw. The concept below shows a simple "pipe and
small flange" design that was first drafted . The problems with this design is that the flanges are
too small and created high levels of pressure that were capable of bearing into the bone over a
short period of time .

Next team members revised the in itial design to decrease the pressure on the flanges by
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increasing the surface area . This was a step forward but was less manufacturable due to the
tight tolerances that were needed to build this implant. The corners of the flanges were pressed
out as far as possible to solve the pressure problem , but could jut out of the pedicle one it was
rotated in place . This would create a small ledge for the spinal column or surrounding nerves to
get pinched or even severed .
Lastly, one final design was conceived
to relieve the previous iteration's
problem . This next design was
obviously designed not to extend
outside the pedicle but was also used
to bite into the bone on purpose . This
was to ensure that the implant wouldn 't
rotate while the screw was pressed
through it. The through hole in this
design was decreased to allow the
flanges enough surface area to
decrease the pressure but was then
susceptible to rotation if the screw was
not inserted through the implant at the
precise intended angle . This was
alleviated by our contact at Coorstek,
Justin Hyer, who suggested that we
"roughen " the faces of the implant to help it "bite the
bone" and keep it from turning . The concept was drafted
with over exaggerated ridges to illustrate the design . The
concept was to be implemented through sandblasting ;
which would create enough surface roughness to
increase the frictional force against rotation .
The original, planned distraction device was a common
lamina spreader that will be used to hold and distract the
posterior arch . This is a spacing device that is commonly
used to create space for a procedure , but in this
procedure it was planned to be used to clamp to the
inside of the hole and distract the posterior arch . This
approach was later negated as a simpler approach was
given to us by Dave Koch .
The final distraction instrumentation was
conceived as a collar with outer threads that
would slip over the insertion rod once the
spacer and rod were inserted into the surgical
site . Once in place, the surgeon would screw
the collar into the posterior arch enough to allow
him to pull back on the collar distracting the
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posterior arch and allowing the spacer to be rotated into its final position .

The original collar had a screw thread that matched the pedicle screw threading that would
ultimately be in place. Once the team realized the likelihood of these two threads fitting into the
same groove was highly unlikely, the team decided to choose a threading that was common and
would provide enough purchase of the posterior arch with a little indentation as possible .

3.14. Requirements verification chart, how are requirements met?
How we fulfill them

Requirements

Ma intain distracted space between vertrebral body and posterior arch (2-5mm ) Proved in sawbone model
Provide Longterm Stability (assessed by a medical Engr )
Flange spacer design approved by CoorsTek
All instruments and implants fit within a typcial 26 mm tube

All implanted parts must enter percutaniously (within dilation tube)
Made out of biocompatible material

Made out of medical grade titanium

Use current technology for access ing the site

Using dilation tubes and pedicle probes

Spec an intrument for pedicle transection

Modified ultrasonic cutter from Misonix

Design instrumentation for insertion and engagement of implant

See distraction sleeve and insertion rod

Must withstand loading to the area

See graphs from tests

Accommondate 90% of geometry

See 90% justification file

Prototy pe given by end of april to coorstek

Ready to deliver

Accompl ish cadaver test

Completed 4/18/2016

Define sugical procedure

Outlined in design files

Figure 11: Requirement Fulfillment

4. System Overview
4.1. Description
Our system consists of two implants and the instrumentation to insert the implants . The implants
are a pedicle screw and a spacer to provide the distracted space . To insert the implants a
surgeon would follow the procedure outlined below. A more detailed description of the
procedure can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 12: Typical Dilation Tube

(Dilating Surgical Tubes to Access Site Through a Small Incision)
http ://www .orthopaed icsone .com/download/thumbnails/3368789 1/Fiqure+5.jpg ?versi on = 1&modifi cation Date= 1326 12529 7000)

To begin , a surgeon would make two 10mm incisions in the patient's back directly above the
spine . Dilating tubes would be inserted into this cut until they contact the posterior arch of the
desired vertebrae . These tubes beg in as a slender rod and expand with each successive tube
that is placed on the outer diameter of the previous tubes until a diameter of 22 to 26 mm is
reached .

Figure 13: Chiseled Hole View 1
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Figure 14: Chiseled Hole View 2

An ultrasonic cutter would be then inserted into the tube and used to cut through the
posterior arch and into the pedicle to the depth where the transection will be . The cutter
oscillates up and down at such high frequency and small amplitude that the removed bone will
be pulverized into a fine powder that will not adversely affect the patient or their internal organs
post surgery . The hole will be cut in the shape of the profile of the spacer to allow the surgeon to
place the spacer into position without additional rotation . The profiles of the flanges will be
extended to allow space for the distraction instrumentation to be placed in the hole before the
spacer is put into place .

Figure 15: Transecting the Pedicle

An additional cutter head will be used to transect the pedicle at the base of the previous hole .
The pedicle will be completely transected, thus allowing retraction of the posterior arch . Due to
the small amplitude of the cutter there is minimal risk of cutting tendons, muscle, or the spinal
column during this step .
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Figure 16: Inserting the spacers

The spacers will be set on the end of the insertion rods, which are in the distraction sleeves .
They will all be inserted into the keyed slots and the distractions sleeves will be screwed into the
posterior arch .

Figure 17: Rotating the spacers

The surgeon will then use the instrumentation to rotate the spacer 90 degrees. The surgeon
should aim to set the edges of the spacer on the cortical: the hard exterior layer of bone . This
ensures that the bone won't set into the cancellous, spongy layer in the center of the pedicle .
We determined that a minimum of 30 degrees in sufficient to keep the bone from rotating back
into the hole for the remainder of the operation.
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Figure 18: Final Implant placement

In the final step , the distraction instrumentation is removed and the pedicle screw is inserted into
the center hole of the spacer. The surgeon drills the pedicle screw through the spacer and
vertebral body to set the spacer in place. Once the implants have been inspected and the
desired amount of distraction achieved , the surgeon then removes the dilating tubes and
sutures the workspace .

4.2. Functional operation
The implant is intended to not move or bear into the bone once the procedure is completed . For
the space of three to six months , the spacer should be able to hold the distracted space without
harming other parts of the patient's body . Assuming the patient does not experience a traumatic
injury and recovers , as specified by the surgeon , the implant should allow the bone to grow and
fuse around itself thus alleviating the implant of load and successfully completing its purpose .

5. System models and analysis
5.1. Needed Analysis
For this project our team only needed a strengths of materials analysis to indicate the type and
amount of loading that the implant would experience throughout the surgery and 6-month postop recovery period . An FEA analysis was used to find stress concentrations and deflections.

5.2. System Strength of Materials Analysis
5.2 .1. Materials.
The implant was assumed to be either medical grade titanium or allograft. The screw was
assumed to be medical grade titanium.
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5.2.2. Problem statement
The purpose of this analysis is to indicate whether allograft was a conceivable material to use
for the initial release of the implant and procedure .

5.2.3. Assumptions and Simplified Model Graphic
A safety factor of 2 was assumed as the minimum safety factor for this model. A 95th-percentile
weighted patient (250 lbs.) was also assumed for this analysis . We also assumed the pedicle
screw was a standard 6 mm diameter x 40 mm length pedicle screw.

5.2.4. Analysis Tools
All calculations were taken from equations from Shigley's Mechanical Engineering Design Ninth
Ed ition(cite) .

5.2.5. Results and Summary
In summary, titanium was the optimal candidate for initial release and provided a factor of safety
of at least 20 for each analysis that was done . The calculations and results graphics are shown
in Append ix J.

5.2.6. Use in design
This was used to show that the assumed materials were safe for both the patient and surgeon
and met our desired safety factor criteria .

5.3. System FEA analysis
Finite Elemen t Analysis was performed on our system to validate our overall design . Because of
the extreme complexity of the structure and geometry several assumption s were made to
simplify the model. Because of these simplifications the fin ite element analysis can only provide
us with useful estimates . It can also provide approximations of deflection in the vertebrae and
where the stress is concentrated .

5.3.1 . Materials.
The analysis involved three different materials: bone, grade 5 titanium and bone cement. Our
FEA assumed isotropic properties . While bone isn't exactly isotropic, this was allowed based on
the fact that the analysis was meant to provide approximations.

5.3 .2. Problem statement
The analysis was used to determine if the bone will fail based on loading from spacer. It was
also used to determine the amount of deflection on the screw when fully loaded.
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5.3.3. Assumptions and simplified model graphic

Figure 19: Finite Element Model

This image shows the simplified geometry of our system as well as the exaggerated deflection
mode based on a bending load .

Figure 20: Modified Finite Element Model

The pedicle was modeled using an ellipse with dimensions of 12mm x 18mm . These
dimensions were chosen based off preliminary research of average lumbar pedicle sizes . Our
pedicle screw was modeled as a rod with a diameter of 6mm and length of 40mm . Another
section was created to fill in part of the drill hole with bone cement. These different sections
were then "glued" together in order to approximate the threaded contact surface between the
screw and the bone .
The model was further simplified to improve program run time and allow visual inspection of the
interior of the components . This was done by exploiting symmetry in the model. The model was
split in two along the vertical mid-plane and the proper constraints were added to the new
surface .
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Since we were analyzing just the pedicle region, one end was fixed to simulate the vertebral
body. The other end was left free to simulate the motion that would happen from loads being
applied in the posterior arch .
Loads were based on assumptions that 80% of compressive loads in the spine run through the
vertebral body and 20% are transmitted through the posterior arch . Bending moments were
found using basic calculations . With a primary load of 1112 N (250 lbs) a bending moment of
roughly 15 Nm was found to act between the posterior arch and vertebral body. This moment
would be split between the two pedicles and then split again for our half model. With rounding
up, a 4 Nm bending moment was applied to the posterior arch side of the model. Because of the
use of solid elements, the moment could not be directly applied to the face . The moment was
therefore applied on a separate node that transferred the moment using rigid elements to the
face .
Lastly, an axial load was added to the model to simulate a compressive force from the clamping
of the screw and body weight if the patient were to lay directly on their back.

5.3.4. Analysis Tools
The analysis was completed using an academic license for FEMAP .

5.3.5. Results and Summary
Based on our results, and discrediting the extremely high concentration factors created on the
glued contact surfaces, the system has a rough safety factor around 5. Additionally, the total
deflection of the posterior arch in relation to the vertebral body is less than .35mm. These
results seem fairly reasonable assuming that the screw is placed correctly in the vertebral body .

5.3.6. Use in Design
These deflections and safety factors give us confidence in our system and allow us to move
forward to actual physical testing in order to prove the safety of our device.

6. Spacer Implant
6.1. Subsystem Overview
6.1.1. Function description and requirements
The implanted spacer and screw must decompress the spinal cord by increasing the crosssectional area of the spinal canal a minimum of 10%. This is done by choosing a spacer from
the surgical kit family with an appropriate flange height to create the required amount of
dis traction.
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6.2. Subsystem design
6.2.1. Description
The spacer consists of a set of flanges with a specified height depending on the amount of
distraction that is desired . The spacer also has an extended through hole to help the guide the
pedicle screw through the spacer and into the vertebral body.

6.2.3. Fundamental Calculations, Results
The fundamental calculations for the implant were the overall dimensions of the implant. We
wanted to be sure there would be the correct amount of distraction and that the implanted parts
would not be potentially harmful to the patient. All dimensions can be seen in Appendix H.

6.2.3.1 . Identification of critical analyses
The add itional space created by the spacer has to increase the cross-sectional area of the
spinal canal at least 10% in order to be an effective surgery. The cross-sectional area has been
calculated to increase by a minimum of 10% for a 2 mm spacer. This is sufficient to cure lumbar
stenosis .

6.2.4. Major issues
Flange subsidence and nerve interference are the major issues for the spacer.

6.2.4.1. Identification
Imaging techn iques , namely rad io fluoroscopy , will help in identifying the occurrences of the
major issues.

6.2.4.2. Resolution of issue
Patient screening for osteoporosis and maximizing flange surface area will help resolve flange
subsidence . Nerve interference will be resolved through surgeon training to not over rotate the
spacer.

6.2.4.3. Methods to resolve major issues:
Bone foam tests will help in identifying the pressure load on the flanged surface .

6.3. Subsystem components
6.3.3. Structural design
6.3.3.1. Requirements and objective
The spacer is required to stabilize and distract the posterior arch from the vertebral body so that
the spinal canal cross-sectional area is increased .
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6.3.3.2. Drawing(s)
The dimensioned drawings of the spacer can be seen in Appendix H.

6.3.3.3. Materials, selection criteria
The material for the implant was down selected to either titanium or allograft. Both of these
materials are widely used in surgeries and well known biocompatible materials. The design
team has selected to use medical grade titanium for the initial release of the product. The
analysis to determine this material can be seen in Section 5.

6.3.3.4. Reference complete calculations in appendix
The complete drawing package for this device can be seen in Appendix H.

6.3.3.5. Manufacturing issues, accuracies needed (GOT)
There are no specific issues on the subsystem level.

6.4. Specific challenges for subsystem manufacture and
assembly
The bayonet slot is the greatest issue for manufacturing . This will require great control over the
tolerances in the area .

7. Surgery Instrumentation
7 .1. Subsystem Overview
7.1.1. Function description and requirements
The surgical implementation is separated into three major categories: distraction, insertion , and
drilling/transection . The drilling will use a standard pedicle probe to get down to the transection
level. For the transection, we are proposing using an ultrasonic cutter. This will cut a hole the
shape of the spacer profile allowing the spacer to be dropped into place and rotated so that it
sits on solid bone .

7 .2. Subsystem design
7.2.1. Description
Look to page 1-4 of the bone cutting instrument's Application and Surgical Guide in Appendix I
for a complete description of the device.
The insertion device will serve as an extended arm for the surgeon to place the implant in the
distracted space and rotate it into it's final position . This device is simply a metal rod with locking
arms at the end that fit into the grooves in the neck of the spacer. This design allows the
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surgeon to access the transection site in the patient's vertebrae through the dilation tube with
little to no issues .
The distraction device is a threaded and hollowed rod, a sleeve, that is slipped over the
insertion rod and screwed into the posterior arch . The surgeon will pull back the sleeve to
distract the posterior arch and then turn the spacer into place . The device is simple enough that
it will not require special instruction for a surgeon to use properly .

7.2.2. Graphic

◄

14Smm

Figure 21: Misonix Ultrasonic Cutters

Our team plans on using one of the these two BoneScalpel TM Ultrasonic Bone Dissector from
Misonix. The main difference between the two is that the one of the top has a flexible head .
Whether this feature is necessary will be determined in subsequent cadaver and bone model
trials .

7.2.3. Fundamental Calculations and Results
7 .2.3.1. Identification of critical analyses
The distracting instrument has to be able to hold the posterior arch of the vertebrae in a
distracted position for the duration of the procedure. It also has to allow all implants and the
rotation instrument to pass through the hole with additional clearance . The will require an
analysis of the strength of the instrument material and its ability to separate a distance of at
least the length of the spacer. Since we will be using an existing device the material strength
analysis has already been completed and is sufficient for this procedure .
The rotation instrument has to be able to hold and rotate the implanted spacer without user
intervention . Once the spacer is locked into place on the end of the device the use must be able
to insert the implant through the dilation tube and into place . This will require an analysis of the
device's ability to lock the spacer into place on the end of the rod. The device also has to rotate
the spacer in place and be removed without additional assistance. This will require a design
analysis through experimentation to determine the force needed to remove the implant from the
device's end .
The cutting device from Misonix is an excellent choice for this procedure to reduce the risk of
user error in cutting the bone to both access and transect the site . The detailed analysis of this
device will be done by Misonix. The feasibility will have to be determined by the design team.
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This includes the feasibility of using the desired custom head cutting profile and being able to
access the correct depth through the dilation tube .

7.2.4. Major issues
The major issues for the instrumentation are nerve damage and bone damage.

7 .2.4.1. Identification
Nerve damage will be evident by paralysis, numbness, or even death . Bone damage will be
visual through surgical imaging techniques .

7.2.4.2. Resolution of issue
The ultrasonic cutter will mitigate the majority of the nerve damage as it would take extra force
to damage the nerves or spinal cord . Bone damage will be resolved by postponing the surgery
until after the bone has healed .

8.2.4.3. Methods to resolve major issues:
Testing of the Distractor spreader in bone foam will help us identify its limitations and if it needs
to be modified to meet specifications safely. Misonix's ultrasonic cutter has been tested
previously and is proved to be safe when properly used .

7 .3. Subsystem components
7.3.1 . Subsystem BOM overview
Out of the two components mentioned above , only one will be bought. The lamina spacer will be
bought from gSource for $1000 . The Misonix ultrason ic cutter will not be bought in this phase of
design and is hoped to be rented for the cadaver test.

7.3.2. Purchased components , critical properties
7 .3.2.1. Requirements and trade study
The Misonix ultrasonic cutter was chosen for this procedure to reduce the risk of user error in
cutting the bone to both access and transect the site . It also negates the need to design a
method to collect bone fragments during the procedure . Since the head of the head moves at
such a high frequency , the bone that is removed comes as a powder and is not harmful to the
patient or their long-term health . Many other surgeries leave minute bone fragments in the bone
as long as they do not pose a health risk to the patient. We are sure, as well as our customer,
that the powder residue from using this cutter will not pose a health risk post-surgery .
Other alternatives have the possibility of leaving a few large bone chips that may be harmful to
the patient long term . These methods will not be recommended for procedure but is ultimately
left to the surgeons and the resources available to them in the facility they work.
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7.3.2.2. Overview of component (name, mfgr., important specs)
7.3.2.2.1 . Specification sheets in appendix
The complete Misonix BoneScalpel TM Ultrasonic Bone Dissector: Applications in Spine Surgery
and Surgical Technique Guide can be found in Appendix I.

7 .4. Specific challenges for subsystem manufacture and
assembly
Since the design for the actual insertion is very simple and the distraction device is an existing
product, the only problem that we foresee with the design comes with the Misonix ultrasonic
cutter. Since this design has not been verified with Misonix for feasibility, we may have to follow
an existing method of transection which involves a more dangerous approach to the area . This
involves transecting the pedicle with a sharp wire, a method proposed by Innovative Surgical
Design .

8. Manufacturing Plan
8.1 .1. Acquisition of parts
CoorsTek has committed to allow us access to their supply for all parts needed for the
manufacture of our prototype models . Any existing parts not provided by CoorsTek will be
purchased using the available budget.
CoorsTek has given us access to their prototype shop and 50 hours of their machining
specialists . Th is should more than suffice for the manufacture of our components .

8.1.2. Manufacture of components
Due to the nature of our project, our team has very little to do with the actual hands-on
manufacturing . CoorsTek will oversee much of the actual machining due to accessibility to
materials and equipment. We will be outsourcing 2 components and then having the machinists
at CoorsTek produce our titanium prototypes . The following is a list of our major components
and where they will come from.
Misonix Ultrasonic Bone Cutter: A device will be loaned to us through Misonix. It will be used as
part of the procedure to insert our implant.
Dilating Surgical Tubes : These tubes would be common in any operating room that deals with
back surgery. For the scope of our project, we are specifying a type of dilation tube that can be
found from www.tedansurgical.com . The tubes are a set of Phantom Dilators ranging from
8mm-26mm.
Implant insertion rod: This device will be manufactured in-house at CoorsTek according to
drawing 1002. Plastic prototypes will be produced for preliminary design tests .
Distraction Sleeve : Our distraction device will be machined in-house at CoorsTek according to
drawing 1005.
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Spine Implant: Manufactured at CoorsTek according to drawing 1001 . Preliminary aluminum
designs may be submitted to the machine shop on campus due to varying lead times, but the
final design will be made of titanium at CoorsTek.
Custom Pedicle Screw: This screw will be made using equipment and a machinist provided by
CoorsTek according to drawing 1004.

8.1.3. Assembly
One of the positive attributes of this system is because of the simple nature of the system, there
will be very little assembly required . Once the pieces come from the shop, we will be able to
begin running tests and analysis almost immediately.

8.1.4. Specific challenges
Many of the challenges inherent in manufacturing will be mitigated by the fact that CoorsTek will
be doing all of the manufacturing . Our primary challenge will be in providing a good model so
that we can reduce the amount of iterations since the manufacturing staff at CoorsTek has other
projects that have priority over us. We will need to assure that each iteration counts .

8.1.5. Schedule
The manufacturing at CoorsTek will likely have a three to six week lead time . During that time ,
we will be performing preliminary tests on 3D printed models using bone foam and bone models
provided by CoorsTek. We will also be in contact with Misonix to prove the concept of using
ultrasonic cutting in the procedure.

9. Compliance Testing
9.1.1. Test Plan; how each requirement will be tested
Device Information
Manufacturer: MTS Corporation
Model : 359
Part Number: 100048886
Rev: A
Serial Number: 1294774
Last Calibration : 7/13/2015
Calibrated by Bob Berta

The project's Test Plan and Results are outlined below:
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Test 1 - Bone Model Compression Test (Flange)
Description of Test
Place spacer design in an lnstron machine under compression with a bone foam model. This will output a
force vs displacement graph showing the amount of subsidence and the force required to subside the
spacer that far. This test is meant to test the level of subsidence at various levels of compressive stress
and strengths of bone .

Measuring
Subsidence (in)

Parameters
Test 1

Bone Foam : 15 PCF
Test 2

Bone Foam : 30 PCF

Results
Expected Result: 0.1 in. subsidence under 100-200 lbs .
Spacer Compression Test
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Figure 22: Spacer Load/Displacement Graph

Results : When the spacer takes compressive loads in low-density bone , it will withhold stresses over 75
lbs . before subsiding 2mm and almost 100 before 4mm .
High-density bone , where the spacer should operate, it is -350 lbs. before 2mm of subsidence and over
500 lbs. to get to 4mm .
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Test 2 - Bone Foam Screw Thread Test
Description of Test
Place screw design in an lnstron machine under compression with a bone foam model. This will output a
force vs displacement graph showing the amount of displacement and the force required to pull out the
screw. This test is meant to test the force needed to pull out the screw in various levels of compressive
stress and strengths of bone.

Measuring
Force to Slippage
(lbs .)

Parameters
Test 1
Screw Diameter: Large
Bone Foam: 15 PCF
Test2
Screw Diameter: Small
Bone Foam : 30 PCF

Results
Expected Result:
Test 1 - 0.1 in. subsidence under 100-200 lbs.
Test 2 - 0.1 in . subsidence under 200-500 !bs.
Test 1
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Large Dia. Screw and Dist raction Instrument Thread Pu ll out Strengths
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Figure 23: Large Diameter Load Test

Results : When the large diameter of threads of the screw take a load in low-density bone , it will withhold
stresses -55 lbs. before 2mm of slipping and pulls out at - 75 lbs. If we get purchase in high-density bone ,
where it should operate , it is -265 lbs. before 2mm of slipping and over 325 lbs. to pull out.

Test2
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Figure 24: Small Diameter Load Test

Results : When the smaller diameter of screw threaded section takes a load in low-density bone , it will
withhold stresses -100 lbs. before 2mm of slipping and pulls out at -200 lbs.
If we get purchase in high-density bone, it is -525 lbs. before 2mm of slipping and over 900 lbs. to pull
out.

Test 3 - Bone Foam Distraction Sleeve Thread Test
Description of Test
Place distraction sleeve design in an lnstron machine under tension with a bone foam model. This will
output a force vs displacement graph showing the amount of displacement and the force required to pull
out the distraction sleeve . This test is meant to test the force needed to pull out the distraction sleeve in
various levels of tensile stress and strengths of bone.

Measuring
Force to Slippage
(lbs.)

Results
Expected Result: 0 .1 in . subsidence under 100-200 lbs .
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Figure 25: Distraction Sleeve Load Te st

Results : When the threads of the sleeve take a load in low-density bone , it will withhold stresses -55 lbs.
before 2mm of slipping and pulls out at - 75 lbs. If we get purchase in high-density bone , where it should
operate , it is -265 lbs. before 2mm of slipping and over 325 lbs. to pull out.

Test 4 - Cantilever Bending Test
Description of Test
Place screw in a cantilever restraint and load to failure . This is meant to test the amount of bending stress
the implant can withstand before failing .

Measuring
Bending (lbs.-in)

Results
Expected Result: Bone failure between 30-40 lbs .
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Figure 26: Cantilever Bending Test

Results : When the spacer takes compressive loads in low-density bone , it will withhold stresses over 75
lbs . before subsiding 2mm and almost 100 before 4mm
High-density bone , where the spacer should operate , it is -350 lbs. before 2mm of subsidence and over
500 lbs . to get to 4mm

Test 5 - Saw Bone Model Test
Description of Test
Test the procedure in sawbone model , in cluding use of ultrasonic equipment and insertion devices. This
is meant to familiarize the team with the procedure and to highlight any procedural issues that were not
apparent in the design phase.

Measuring
Feasibility (y/n)
Ease
Time (min)
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Results

Figure 27: Sawbone Model Results

Feasible : Yes
Estimated time of Operation : < 45 min
Actual Result: We achieved our expected results . Even though the test was done with a
hacksaw and the bone was exposed, the procedure went more smoothly than expected . This
results leads us to believe that planting our design in a human spine won't add much difficulty
with the help of fluoroscopy or other imaging techniques.

Test 6 - Cadaver Test
Description of Test
Perform entire procedure in a cadaver to test feasibility , ease of procedure , and time to complete. This is
meant to familiarize the team with the procedure and prove the procedure is feasible and practical for
public use .

Measuring
Feasibility (y/n)
Ease
Time (min)

Results
Expected Result:
Feasibility : Yes
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Time : < 45 min
Actual Result: Our cadaver was previously operated on and did not give us a margin of error to
experiment with. The Misonix cutter did not have a custom cutting head so transecting the
pedicle in the way we intended was nearly impossible. This led the team to believe that the
custom head that we expected is necessary to access the site . We were not able to implant the
spacer and screw in the cadaver's L4 or LS, but we were able to implant it in what was
remaining of the L3 . The implant held and was able to take a load from one of the operators
pressing on it.
Based on what the team observed, the implant, and our designed procedure , will work in the
90% of patients that we originally expected .

9.1.2. Instrumentation or test facilities needed
CoorsTek has, in house, all of the testing structures needed to perform the strength tests for our
parts . Tests 1 - 4 were conducted on CoorsTek's lnstron . They have also provided the bone
foam and bone models for testing. CoorsTek will also provide light instruction, when necessary,
and oversee the cadaver test.

9.1.3. Customer Interface and review plan
Since the testing will be done at CoorsTek, we will be able to report all of our test results
immediately to the engineering staff there at CoorsTek. This will help us make revisions and
obtain customer feedback . This will hasten our design iterations and help keep the delivered
design in line with what the customer wants. We will be meeting with CoorsTek officially once
every other week, but have access to the ir facilities weekly.

9.1.4. Schedule
•

Bone Foam Compression test (January 11-January 15)

•

Bone Model Three-Point Bending test (January 19-January 22)

•

Cutter Design Verification during machining time
o

•

Test on bone model, pending contact with Misonix

Cadaver test (March 28-April 15)

There is a six-week lead time for spacer/placement tool prototype production . We will be using
this time to perform the bone foam test and the cutting verification tests .
The cadaver test will be the best verification of the entire system, but like previously stated, it is
under CoorsTek's discretion . The date above is the time by which we hope to have a system
delivered for them to be able to test.
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Appendices
A. Illustrated Surgical Procedure
Cou~ at Meatrorlc Scmnlcr ::anel USA.. Int. . U

(Dilating Surgical Tubes to Access Site Through a Small Incision
http://www.orthopaedicsone .com/download/thumbnails/33687 891 /Figure+S . jpg?version= 1&modification Date= 1326125297000)

To begin, a surgeon would make two 10mm incisions in the patient's back directly above the
spine. Dilating tubes would be inserted into this cut until they contact the posterior arch of the
desired vertebrae . These tubes begin as a slender rod and expand with each successive tube
that is placed on the outer diameter of the previous tubes until a diameter of 22 to 26 mm is
reached .

Pedicle probes are used to identify the location of the
pedicles and then a drill matching the diameter of the cylinder of the spacer is used to drill down
to the level of transection.
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An ultrasonic cutter would be then inserted into the tube and used to cut through the
posterior arch and into the pedicle to the depth where the transection will be . The cutter
oscillates up and down at such high frequency and small amplitude that the removed bone will
be pulverized into a fine powder that will not adversely affect the patient or their internal organs
post-surgery. The hole will be cut in the shape of the profile of the spacer to allow the surgeon
to place the spacer into position without additional rotation . The profiles of the flanges will be
extended to allow space for the distraction instrumentation to be placed in the hole before the
spacer is put into place .

An additional cutter head will be used to transect the
pedicle at the base of the previous hole. The pedicle will be completely transected , thus allowing
retraction of the posterior arch . Due to the small amplitude of the cutter there is minimal risk of
cutting tendons, muscle, or the spinal column during this step.
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The spacers will be set on the end of the insertion rods ,
which are in the distraction sleeves . They will all be inserted into the keyed slots and the
distractions sleeves will be screwed into the posterior arch .

The surgeon will then use the instrumentation to rotate the spacer 90 degrees . The surgeon
should aim to set the edges of the spacer on the cortical: the hard exterior layer of bone . This
ensures that the bone won 't set into the cancellous , spongy layer in the center of the pedicle .
We determined that a minimum of 30 degrees in sufficient to keep the bone from rotating back
into the hole for the remainder of the operation .
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In the final step , the distraction instrumentation is
removed and the pedicle screw is inserted into the center hole of the spacer. The surgeon drills
the pedicle screw through the spacer and vertebral body to set the spacer in place . Once the
implants have been inspected and the desired amount of distraction achieved , the surgeon then
removes the dilating tubes and sutures the workspace .
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2 Inspection
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Bone

Bone

Slippage

fracture

3
3

Insufficient bone
density
Insufficient grip

3

4

Patient
Screening
Testing

2
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F. DFMA analysis
All components are either single piece and symmetric for ease of manufacturing or are
simplified multi-piece parts already. The insertion rod was originally going to be a complicated
plunger to include the distractor as well. However, given the small operating space and
complicated nature of the instrument, it was separated into two devices , one to be purchased off
the shelf. The rod is a simple shaft with a hole drilled into it with a pin going in the hole and
being welded to the rod . Everything else is simple to manufacture .
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Introduction

Mechanism of Action

The ad111!nt of "1Jasomc bone dissection 15 as
s,grwficant to spme surgery oday as the adopbon of
pneumauc dnll was several decades ago. Power dnls
lberaled spine ,,.gl!0<1S from the slow. repel11ive
fallgue 1nduc,ng, and occas,onally dangerous

Ultrasound is a waw of mechanical energy
propagated through a medun such as air, wa er. or
tissue al a specific frequency range The frequency
15 lyp,caly above 20.000 OSCllations per second
(20 kHz) and exceeds the audillle frequency range
hence the name ultrasound In surg,cal applic.abons.
llllS ultrasonc energy 15 transferred from a blade to
tissue molecules. which begin to Yibra e ,n response
Wlether trssue molecules can tolerate ltas energy
transfer or be d"5lroyed by II depends on the dens11y

maneuvers tha1 are d.lracteristic of manually
operated rongeurs Now lfiasonic d1ssedKln w,1h

,...in

BoneScalpel ~ 1he sageon o aJt bone
an accuracy and safe1y that surpasses that of the
powerdril

The greater acruracy of BoneSc.alpel Is a resub of
the bad-and-forth nwcro-motion of BoneSc.alpel'•
Ihm blade as °"""sed lo the l'Dlary mac,o-mo4,on of a
dnl's burr Th,s pemwts line and precise bone CUIS l'lOl
a o<ded by a dnn In add11ion.. BoneScalpel has two
attnbutes Iha! provide greater sa!ety F.-sl, elinwla11on
of rotary mobon a'10lds many of the nsl<s associated
wrth the dnH such as sipp,og off the cutt,ng surface
and entrapp,ng Impor1an1 soft !rs.sues Second.
BoneScalpel cuts bone better lhan soft ·ssue. Thr.;
!rs.sue selectJVCy, wtw.h may seem counter-,ralJIIM! al
irst glarce, ,s extremely useful ,n spn, surgery where
the surgeon is routmely faced with the task of cut 1ng
bone adJacent to d,.a_

al the trssue and the fn,quency of oscla1ion. Dense
tissues. such as bone, are ablated by frequencies.,
the low uhrasorwc range

The BoneScalpel assembly consists of an ultrasomc
generatodirrigatron console 1hat connects to a
hand-ptece beanng a disposable aJttmg tip (fig.
1). The cuf1lng tip oscillali,s bad< and klr1h a very
small distance al rate of 22.500 trmes per second (a
lreqoency In the low ultrasoruc range}. The cut1lng ~p
comes in two ma., varietJes (additional ones are betng
d"""loped) the blade and the shaver Up (Fig. 2) The
blade behaves like an IAlrasonc rrnao--<>sleotorne
lo make welklefined cuts m bone and 1s used for on
bloc removal of large poeces of bone_ The shaver ~
beha...,s 1ke a non-rotating burr o selec:1M!ly ablate
bone In a smaU area The inlegraled 1rngahon feature
~ • reroove bone debris and cool the cutting lip.
The BoneSc-.,el blade's mecharwsm of act10n Is

best l.llderstood by analogy lo an 05leotorne (F,g 31
When an os eotorne IS Slrud< by a mallet. the energy
that ,s uansmtted down the shaft of he osteotome 15
focused along rts narrow hp This focused energy 1s
then transferred from the ,p lo a very narrow band ot
bone wludl disintegrates 111 response. thus aeal1ng
the leadng edge of a cleavage plane In bone

Mt.eh
an osteotome \he blade ol BoneScalpel
moves fctward (and backward) (F,g ◄) . Hov,..,...,,. IN!
ampitude of lhts movemerir IS mudl smaller than lhal
al an osteotorne (3~300 mocrons). thus transfemng
orly a sma amoUJ'll of energy to bone YWlh each
mpact_ The very lugh frequency al which the blade
moves back and for-th lo ~ c t the bone (22 .5 kHz)
compensates for the smal energy of each 1ndMdual
mpaa. thus resulung ,n a large lransfet of energy
to bone at the pollll of conlacl Ag,_,_1h15 energy
d,s1n1egra .,. a narrow siver of bone and develops
a deavage plane

B
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nssue Selectivity

When perfOflTllng the thrrd step. the BoneScalpefs
relatM! selectrvKy for bone cutbng proY1des a gocld
margin of safety. !owing the surgeon to contact
lhe underlying dura. However. ii rs 1mportanl for lhe
surgeon o aYOtd the folov,w,g pitfalls. First. one must
not ptu,ge onto the dura. As with M"f ocher surg,cal
tool. such pu,g1ng may cut the dura and result m
neural rnJury Second, one sho<jd not lrnger O\ler
lhe drJa so as to avoid excesSM! heat development
and a thermal lesion. Once the inner cortex 1s
penetrated. the blade 1s W11hdrawn and moved 1o
an adjacent locatrori. Tlwd. one should avoid usrng
this deY1ce when d,..a IS lillely to be adherent lo the
rnner bane conex (e.g. m presence of epld...al scar
or rn oss1ficabon of posterror longrtudinal ligament) In
these selbngs. lhe dura Is at n . since • cann01 mow
-..way from the blade of BoneScalpel a er the latter
en bbc penetra es the rrw,er ca<tex. Furthermore,
e\len rf the bone IS aJI un,e...,oll~. elevatrng i from
lhe underlyrng adherefl d,..a rs "kely lo resull., dural
laceration. AltematiYely, one can cul a shoe of bone
adtacenl lo the region of epod,..al scarnng. dissect he
adherenl dura from the undersurface of lhe adjacent
bone. cut another sltoe or bone rn the drsseded area
and repeal these steps urrtil the des,red amo...,t of
bone rs removed

The relatr..., selectMty of BoneScalpel for bane cutbng
has lo do with lhe relat,..., ngldrty of bone compared to
soft tissues (Frg. 5) When lhe blade of BoneScalpel

comes n contacl With ngrd bone. the bone does not
bend deform. or mow
1Torn the lrp As a res"'
a large amounl of ene.-gy 15 transferred to a smaU
amount of bone at the pornt of contacl. resuftrng
rn des1ructron of that bone In contrast. soil bssue
structures (such as ligamenrum flavum . poslerior
longrtudinal ligament and cfura) can bend. deform.
mow away, and llilfate upon contacl With the blade
lhus damperwrrg the energy lransler and protec:llng the
bssue from destrtJctron

-av

It rs mportanl to note lhal thrs selectrY1ty ,. not
absolu e With sufticrenl ume and pressure.
soil bssues WIii be CUI Safe and ef crenl use
of BoneScalpel ., spme surge,y depends on
development of a tactrle ·teer for penetrallng the
rrnar rortex of bone After thrs penetration occurs
the blade sho.-l come rn contact With underlying
bssues for a limlled lrme w,th imrled p<essure

Bone Cutting Technique
The analogy lo a rma o-osteotome wflose blade
mD\les back and forth will help lhe surgeon understand
lhal BoneScalpel cuts more efficren ly wwh downward
(axral) pressae rather lhan side-to-srde Oateral)
mo\lements In the aUlhor's expenence. a useful
strategy for cuninq bocortJcal bone consrsts ol e
follo'Mrrg 3 steps·

Ulli

the ..ill safe and effiaent use of BoneScalpel
has a sur pnsngly short leamrng curve. 'tlhen teaching
!has techrnque lo other s,..geons the aUlhor ma es the
followw,g recommendations
■

DPvelop a taclje "te.>f" for BooeSca pel by
pracnang or, a bone speanen. I IS important not
onty o develop a feel fa< when the nner car ex ,.
penetra ed. but also lo faJMianze one5"If With the
an-oount of axial pressure tha is required to rut
throug bone effioenlly

■

P.._,a e with BoneScalpel off. If ...,sure of whether
the rrnar bone cortex has been penetrated,
momeotariy stop he bone scalpel and -palpate·
the residu bone With the BoneScalpel blade

■

Plan lhe cuts lo be made. Uni e manual rongeurs
or power dnUs. BoneScalpel removes bone en bloc

Lateral mo\lement W11h kttle aual pressure o score
11,e outer cor ex of bone to be cut (Frg 6A)

2 Axial press... e and liberal lateral sweeps lo cUI
hough the cancellous mrd- portJon of the bone (Frg
SB)

3 Controlled cyclical forward/backward movement
With short lateral sweeps to penetrate the 111ner
bone cortex (Fig. 6C) . nu step primarily lrnlOlves
the use o controlled axral (dCMnWard) pres.,..e
Once the surgeon palpales the rntended breach
of the inner conex. he Wlthdraws the blade
sllghtly. mo\les slightly to one side and repeats the
sequence. 11 ,. important to note lhal one gener any
cannot YlSualize lhe underlying soft tissues lhrough
the thin IJough lhat is created and mus1 rely on
lactile feedback. II ...,sure of tlavsig penetrated
the cortex. lhe surgeon can momentariy stop the
ultrasorirc action. palpa1e he I1,ner cortex Yrith t e
BoneScalpel blade and then resume cutbng

hrs. lhefef0<e . mperatM! that one plans m advance
and de nes !he boundaries of lhe bone to be CUI . Al
the end of thrs article. several cut11ng ·reopes· 10<
various sprne pro,ects ate provided.
■

a
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Divide the pro,ect rnto smaner preces. Allhough
rt may appear co.....,r-nllallve, it IS often more
elficrent lo d,vrde a large barre cuttrng pro,ect (e.g.
removing a whole lianber lamina) into two or three
smaller pieces. Ooa,g so wiff improve "'suaiz.abon
of the thicker or deeper portions of lhe bone to be
cut and will faciitate elevation of cut bone blocks
from the underlying igaments.

4:

Comparison with Other Bone Removal
Technologies

Clinical Reports
An l!'.Jlpanding body of literalure desaibes
lhe successful use of BoneScalpel ., cfirncal
appncaoons rangng from lammoplasty o ha<vest
of osteocutaneous flaps for oncologoc reconstruciM!
surgery Before revll!Wlng these cl!racal reports, 11 '5
apprOJ)nate lo begin Wldh an expenmental study ., an
anmal model

BoneScalpers altnbules are C00'4)ared to other bone
cutting ools., some detal m Table 1 h '5 omportant o
recognize that these tedmologies are not competing
but comp6ementary Just as powe,- dr and Kemson
rongeurs are used side-by- side lo remoYe booe
and hgament ., the same operat10n, BoneScalpel
Is fast becoming another 1nd1spensible tool ., ltle
spine surgeons toolbox to tackle surgical tasks nol
perfom,ed as weR by the other devices . Speafically
., co..-.,anson to high-5J>l!ed dr•s. Bonesc..-,.,1
offers several distinguishing fea ures The absence of
ro!a,y movement '" a very s,grvfi.cant advantage that
mImrrazes sippage. shatter. and llssue enllapmenl
(weed......tiacker phenomenon) The relab.e tissue
seledMly for bone vs soil tissue allows brief contact
wrth d..a The abiity o make fine cuts m bone allows
e c,ent removal of rela1111ely large blocks of bone
Bone debris is miramu:ed and the harvested blocks of
bone can be used as bone grail m lus,on prnced...,s

Sanborn et al al UnM!<soly of Pennsytvarva compared
laminectomoes using hand 1r1Strurrenls and aJttsig
burrs to those performed with BoneScalpel 1r1 a
sheep model (2) o sognticant cinical or behavwral
differences wen, found between the two groups
lntraoperallve neurophysaok>gical roorn1or,ng r"""aled
no differences between the groups Histological
examlnilbon of ltle cut bone rewaled s!f11dar amounts
of 111 ammatory and reparalNI! changes A single
durotomy was noted ., eadi group Opera1ive
tn,es for the expenmental group were s,gnificanlly
shorter ltlan those tor the control group The authors
concaJded that BoneScalpel made prease wts over
short distances and reduced ope,alive bme. Vll\!ich.
the pnnc,ple w,vesbgator m that study. who weri
on o develop an ex1ensive clinlcal expenence wrth
BoneScalpel has shared hlS clncal ImpressiDr1.
confirming many of the aforemenboned attr.>utes of
ltl1s de\'lce IOCludlng soft b-ssue preservation. 1twmer
cuts, 1naeased speed by "1rtlJe ol ~n bloc bone
removal, and reduced bleeding (1)

S..geortS have also nob!d s1gnfic.andy less bleeding .,
opera!KJOS performed With Bone~l(l). Ultraset.nl
has coag,.Aalllle effects and BooeScalpel can ca,Aenze
the smal venous channets 1n cancelous bona n.s
heal is cµd<ly dissipaled by the Bone Scalpel's effiaent
mgat,on mechanism More 1mpo,ta.-.iy. en bloc (vs
p,ec:erreal) removal of bone m1n1m1Zes the o..at>on
(and therefore Ire llltal VOk!me) of bleeding from
el)Kll.r.!I -.eIfl5 while the bleeding IS controlled. In the
a~·s eXjle<ience, it.. s,gni1icantly reduces el)Klural
bleeding ., lacelectcn.es performed for ransforanwial
fus,or, (Fig. 9)

The most s,gnmcam cin,cal reports on the use ol
BoneScalpel in sp,ne surgery halle come out of JolVls
Hopluns Urnversnv and Texas Back lr,stiilJt!!. Recinos
et al. of Johns Hopkins were the fin1 to report the use
of BoneScalpel to perform osteoplast1c larrnnoplasbes
in 2 pediatnc pabents with mlradural bJnors in 2009
(3) They noted ltlat tne line bor,e CUIS produced
by this device alo,wd doser re-appraonation of
bone edges a er replacement of the laminae, ltlus
Impr0111ng the opportunity for bone heaing. Th,s
'Mluld be sign, cant in the pediatnc population.
where rapid osteomtegration after lam1noplasty W'OUld
proted against progresSNe yphooc deformity. The
s.ame group reported as expanded experience wrth
BoneScalpel in adutl and pediatric lammoplasties in
AANS/CNS Sprne Section meeting in 2011 {<C) and
recently published a comprehem,M! case senes .,
NetJosurgery (5). In the lat er report. Pan.er et al
retrospectively analyzed 40 patierts (age range. 4 •
80 years) who underwent osteoplastic laminoplasties

a
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wrth BoneScalpel for 1ntracb·al spinal pathologies
over a 3-year peood al Johns Hopkins SuccessU
la11W10plasry was earned out In al •O cases One

Pnmary Diagnosis

Cases

Spmal s enosis

case of mtra-ope<atM! durotomy was noted. which
was repaired pnmariy W11h no ne.. ologic.al or
clirwcal sequelae. They comment 1hat tl-.s ·occurred
d..-ing the user's rst expenence With the device
and was visualized as a linear heal-<ela1ed defeci
Ii ely due to excessM! downward press..e a er the
mner ianw, cortex had beE!fl
There Yoere no
cases of post-ope<aUYI! instability within the follow.
up penod The authors plan to perform longer-term
s1Udies W1I ImagIng at pre-<:letermned tIme-p-0In1s to

24

DegeneratM! scoios1s

15

PseudoarthrOSlS

15

Aqacert ,;egmert d"'9"neration

11

ld1opath1G scoios,s

DegeneratM! spondylotisthesls

w:

Disc herniation

Aal back syndrome
Metasta ic spa,e i..nor

dete<mIne wtlether the lhlnner lanwiar cuts produced
by BoneScalpel improve osle01ntegra110n after
lal1Wl0plasry 1ckele el al at Umven.rty of Wisconsm
recently publ,shed a sunlar albetl smaler report on
lal1WlOplaSty fer s,IJad\Jral sp,ne pathologies and have
drawn ymilar concius,ons (6)

Vertebral oompress,on fracture

l.Jebe<man and Hu at Texas Back Institute repor ed
the11 expenence ...-11 their rst 58 BoneScalvel spine
cases In 2012 (7). and slilsequently released the.expanded data on 128 cases. age range 12 - 85 years
(8) Tue.- case senes includes a variety of diagJlOses.
listed ,n Table 2. Al of the operat100s were perlormed
by a smgle s..geon. The devtee was used at all levels
ol lhe spme and the al/l!fage leYl!ls operated on each
patient were
The authors detec ed ·a ooticeable
absence of bleeding from the cut end of the bone" m
these ex1E!f'ISM? mulU4evet operal10ns Two madental
d..-otomies occurred one due to lhennal ITTJU'Y
after i:xofonged du-al cor •act and the a'her due '<>
adherence of d..a to bone m a revis10n case In both
cases the d..a was successfuly sutured m waterlight fashion No ne..-al m,ury occlXJed The author,,
co.,cJucfed "BoneScalpel ,. a safe and effedM!
dev,ce that can be used ., a vanety ol spme s..-ge<Ies
This dev>ee ehmlflilles the nsk of soft tissue mI.-y
assoaated wrth htgn speed b..rs and oscilating saws
during spone surgery ·

Scheue<mann·• kyphosi:s

Congenrtal scoliosis
~osis
Loosened hardware

Sacr-al fract...,

Sp,nal spondytosis
Spmal tumor

Mull,ple myeloma
Vertebral sarcoma

Epalural hematorna

•ve

PseudoartJrulat1on

Total cases
Table 2 Dlagno<ff ., the -

e.sas

1221
of Lieberman and Hu at

Sadl ll"llttt!M'

As surgeons g.am expenence wllh BoneScalpel.
new frontiers are explored An interesting report
from tt,e Czech Republic desaibes .a msi1ma:ly
invasive opera110n where.-, the spIoous process rs
loog1tudmally divided w,tt, BoneScalpel to perform an
·etas1ic lanwnopla:sty· by using a custom-designed
retractor to spread apart the two hemdammae (9)
Recently. the Johns Hopu,s group reported Ille use
of BooeScalpel m combonalion wrth an endoscope o
perlorm minimaly-11was1ve cran,osynostos,s .,_gery
(10). Oral-ma:dlofaa.al surgeons and otolaryngolog15ts
have reported exlensM! and favorable expenenc:e With
Bone Scalper whde pe<lorming mandible osteotomes
and harvesl.-ig osteocutaneous laps to reconslruc.1
onrolog1c defects (11- 13). They too have noted the
benefits of thin and precise bone cuts. reduced

bleect.,g and reduced so ussue and ne..al InIury
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The expenence of ltle aultlor (Pakzabarl) with
BoneScalpel is presented., Table 3 From 2010

another 11MS1on case, ll1e author was able to use
BoneScatpel to rut the lamina wrthout peoetranon
of the undertyw,g adherent dura but was not able o
eleva1e the block of bone for fear of d\Jral laGera!Jon
and had to resat to burring down ltle loose lanwia
Snee then, ll1e author has avoided the use of
Bone Scalpel when ll1e d...-a ,s adherent lo lhe borie

through 2013. lhe author p...-formed 218 operatlOOS
with BoneScalpel encompassmg postenor and
amener approaches lo cervical. horac1c and
lumbosacral spine. There were 97 men and 121
women. Mean age was 51 years (range 19 - 79) The
ma1onty were postenor approaches for degeneralM!
disease Tl.IF proceoores are dispropornona!efy
represented here because of the extreme usefuh!ss
o Bonescalpel n perfonnng a rapid and bloodless
facetectomy. Bone Scalpel was also used for rapod
and bloodless Iliac aest booe graft harvest . often 11
combma1ron with another BoneScalpel application m
lhts senes.

Primary Diagnosis

representative operations performed by the author can
be v,ev,ed at http:lfbonescalpel.misonu,.c om.

The vast ma,onty of ll1e author's operations and
other pubished n,ports ha,ve been performed Mh
ll1e blade llp However. the shaver t,p also very
useful when a small amoun1 of booe needs to be
removed aclpcenl to a art,cal slrUClun!. The author
is C<.Wrl!f'lliy accumulam,g a case series of antenor
c:eMcal foranano!omM!S m wtuch lhe shaYer tip IS used
to perform a comple e uncna e pioce55 re5edlon
aclpcenl to the verlebral artery. ll1e author has
also U"Sed Bonescalpel 111 12 aamal operalions to
cul cranial bone ridges such as ll1e nm of foramen
magnum the 1rtemal occ,p~al crest the spheootd
wtng , ll1e zyiiomabC arch. the orbital nm, and the
arterior and posll!llor tables of the ..~ I sS1us A
smaller BoneScalpel hand-piece has been proposed
and would signi candy l!f'lhance the usefulness
of BoneScalpel and its shaver llp ,n intracranal
opera!JonS. sudi as namoval of an enor cinotd process
m aneurysm surgery

Cases

lammedomy/1:anwnotomy for
degeoeralM! dJSease or oltler
extraldural pathology

114

lamined<lmy lor intrad1.r.1I pa1hobgy

19

Faceteclomy wom or wrthoul adjacent
larTWll!CIOffl)' for TLIF

42

Anterior cenncal corpedonr,

11

Antenor 1horacolumb

'NI h irocreased expenence. e author has developed
formal rut1iog plans for each opera!Jon o maximize
efficiency and safety., each case (t, -4). lllese
are descnbed n the followlng sec!Jon. Videos of

corpectomy

4

Crarual

12

ftiac aest booe grafl harvest
n comba,a!Jon With anolher
BoneScalpel procedure)

1s·

Tatalc.lMS

211

("pl.IS 29

The author's impression of BoneScalpel ,s conS1stert
with other pubished reports detailed aboW! ll1e
greater eflic,ency ad'11eved by cim bloc bone resecbon.
reduced booe debris the opportu.-.y to use lhe
harvested bone blocks !or grafting. the rt., cuts thal
promole osteo.,tegrallon after lam,noplasty, and (mosl
importantly) so -tissue preserva~on have an been
menuoned pl"l!VIOUSly. Even in the rare and posS1bly
avoldable mst.ances when a d<.Wotomy has occun!d.
rt has bem of no consequmce In contrast. dural
penetration by a rotating burr poses a far grea er
risk of ma,or dural w:eratlons and catas!Jophic
neural inJury

Table l. Ps>Wlban·• Bc>lleS<alpo>I ease series

Four durotomM!s have occured 11 the .a,thor's
expenence (nodence 1 8 %>. All v,ere limlte<l linear
cuts less an 5 mm in length. In al cases afl...- the
d<.W01omy was noted along the cut edge of bone. the
BoneScalpel was again used to remove an adjacent
slice of Done to penut dlJral repair All duro1off'oes
v,ere readily repaired With sui..es in pnmary last.on.
i'<ooe of lhese 4 cases experi...-oced a post-opera!Jve
cerebrospinal lu1d lea or pseodomerw,gocoele
formauon. Nooe expenenced neural mµ:y or other
adln!<se clira:al sequelae as a resul1 ol BooeScalpel
use ll1e rst two occurred early m 1he aulhor"s
expenence due to aggressi"" axw press<.We resulting
in overheallng of the blade and subsequmt prolonged
c001act with d...-a after bone penelra!Jon. The other
two occurred in the setta,g o epidural fibrosis resulting
in a erence of d\Jra to the inner borie cortex. In

Iii
9
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Operative Approaches

Lumbar Lamlnectomy

(http://bonescalpel.m lsonix.com/vldeo/'946 ll1 HI

The lollowmg cuH,ng plans are mt!fely suggestions
They are .,tended only to serve as examples of how
one would approadl d~ferent bone cull,ng projects
Ead1 s11geon should develop his or he< own plan on
a case- by-case basas , based on the spec,nc s11g1cal
anatomy and pathology of the case

If one .,tends o remow only the inferior 2/3 of the
lamina ttn can be achieved wtth 3 cuts. two sag,tlal
outs along either side of the spinous process, followed
by an axial rut across the top of he sp,nous process
(F,g 8). Of course. ~ may be ea51er to remove he
spInous process 'Mlh a ronge11 pnor to m ng he
laminar cuts

As an add1uonal reso...-ce. s11gical 111deos
demonstra1,ng many of these approaches aie prOVl<led
at http://bonescalpet.mi sonill.com and referenced
below when appmpria1e. 11 must be emphasized that
the recommendahons m lhts paper and accompanying
ooeos shOlal nol be Vlewe<:I as sutliaent and
adequate lr.iln.ig for performing the 1Hustra1ed
opera110fls As Wllh all surgery, a stepw,se progresslOO
from s,mple lo comple~ cadave< worl<. and expertsupen,sed surgery are reconwnended

If one plans o rernow the enure lamina. one should
consider removing the .,fenor 2/3 rs! Then remOYe
the superior 113 as a separate block

Lumbar Facetectomy
(http://bonescalpel.mlsonix.c.om/video/4M68196)
A complele lumbar face eclomy may be required
wrth or withoul an adjacent laminec omy m cer1aITT
operations. such as transforairanal lumbar ITTlerbody

Lumbar Laminotomy

fus,on .

lhttp·//bonns;alpef misoniLC0m/yjd9Slc4M68198)

Th,s can be acrueved., a rap,d and systematic fashion
wrth 3 cuts . Fins!. a trans""'se cut is made along the
pars interar1teularis Next a sag,t1al cut is made along
tt,e lateral aspect ol the lamina (Fig 9A) These two
outs allow one to dlsartJCUlate and remove the infenor
ar1Jcular process .

A mirwnum of 3 cuts are requ,red. 1) a saginal cut
along the base of sp,nous process. 2) a sag111al
cut along the medial nm of the facet j0"'1 , and 3) a
1Jar15verse cut n the lamina to conned the pre'10US
two cuts (Fig 7N
When the &posure has been obtained through a small
sJun lflCISIOO. one w,I find II eas,er O d,vtd e !his pro,eCI
on o two pieces After making the two sagdlal C2Jls.

Once 1he ITT enor
1cular process os remoYed , tt,e bp
of the .._.,.,nor articwr process can be amputated
wrth a s-,gle cut (Fig 98), thus pro'1d,ng a pedicle-topedicle exposure of he neural for
n and disc

consider ma,ung a trans~se rut tO\Yer on the lamina

to remc,vp lhe low,-r half of the laf'WlOIO<T1y bloc.It (Fig
78) This provides better exposure of the '4)per half of
the lanwiolomy block. whtdl sds deeper "" the wound
The la11er as mob1fized and refT'oved after a serond
trarasve1se rut. hogtie< on 11,e lamna
1/vtien a hypertroptoc facet JOIOI IS present, one
may arrange the outs mfferently (F,g. 1q ConsKler
mak,ng the second sag~1al rut more medially than you
WOlAd otherw,se. over the thnner por1Jon of lamna.
to remc,ve the lam1no1omy block Then make an
add, 1onal sag,tlal cut along the medJal aspect of the
facet 10tn1. remov,ng a sfice of the lat er Visuaization
of ligamentum ~avum and dura after the inst step aids
wrth tt,e deeper bone cutting that IS required ITT the
second s1ep
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I. Technical Analyses
Area Percent Increase Analysis
Assumption:
spinal canal area can be approximated as a triangle on a rectangle .

A= L*h + (t*L)/2
then with an increase in h, we can calculate the change in area in the space . For a bone model
with L = 23.6 mm and h = 10 mm and t =9.8 mm , for each millimeter change in h, we calculated
a 10% increase in total area , A .

Strength of Materials Analysis
Assumptions :
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dia . = 6 mm
t1 = spacer height
ta = vertebral body length
tb = post. arch length
Force = 2224 N (1112 N each implant)

l . S tress
B ,nr,.ing
Forcc(K)

tl(mm)

ta(mm)

1112
111 2
111 2
1112

2
3
4
G

20
19
18
17

= li\Jtrlc111a:c
-1
:r r

tb(nun)

Bending Stress (Nm)
-31.5808
-30.6912
-29.8016
-28.9120

18

18
18
18

Double 'h ear

-Force is 20% on
posterior arch and 80% on
vertebral body

4F

t rFss

= 27r Dl

Force(?\)

tl(mm)

ta{mm)

tb( mm )

-t-4-t8
44-1.8
444.8
444.8

2
3
4
5

20
19
18
17

18
18
18
18

Double Shear Stress
(l\!Pa)
7.866
7.866
7.866
7.866
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B enr 1119 SlrPS,i in S,,,.,

11·

=

Forcc(i':)

t l (mm)

ta{1111n)

th(mm )

222.4
222.-l
222.-l
222.-l

2
3
-l
5

20
19
18
17

18
18
18
18

B earing Stress in Spacer
Forcc(X)
222.-l
222.4
222.4
222.-l

t1(111111)
2
3
-l
!\

ta( rnu1)
20
19
18
17

tb(mm )
18
18
18
18

F

(t,i + u)D
:0- lax Be>1.ring Stress
(11 1Pa )
6.!i:35
6.85-l
i .207
7.600

= __!__
t 1D

Tota l Bcru-ing Stress
18.533
12.356
9,267
7.-1 13

Thread Calculations
In order to ensure our thread design was valid to be tested we performed some basic thread
calculations . Using thread equations found on http://www.engineersedge .com/ and bone
properties that we found in our research we found the approximate shear area and were able to
calculate the pullout stress to be roughly 450 lbs . This estimate allowed us to move to testing
where we found our estimate to be a little low. The actual pullout strength was closer to 350 lbs .

FEA Analysis
The FEA analysis was performed using an academic license of FEMAP . The following
assumptions and constraints were used :
•

•

The geometry of the model was simplified and gluing was used at contact surfaces.
The vertebral body side was fixed
A bending moment (based off 1112 N compression in the spine) was applied
The model was split to exploit symmetry in order to compute solutions faster

•

An axial force was applied to simulate compression from we ight and the fastening of the screw

•
•

The bending moment and axial load were able to be applied to the solid elements through rigid
elements . A node was created off the surface where the moment and load were applied. Rigid
elements were then connected between the load bearing node and the nodes on the posterior
arch surface .
Extreme maximums were discredited due to the fact that they occurred on the contact/glued
surface. With that in mind the typical stress in the implant was 140 MPa and gave a safety factor
of about 5. While the stresses in the bone were found to be around 70 MPa with a safety factor
of 1.7 roughly .
The maximum deflection was found to be under .35 mm.
The following images show the results :
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J. Change Order
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Reflective Writing
My capstone project is very unique. While most mechanical engineering major capstone
projects include geared systems, framing, flow dynamics, or engines my project was a simple
rod, screw, and spacer. Simply put, it is a titanium stick, screw, and washer. The product of 5
mechanical engineering students' work over 6 months can be easily lost if dropped in a drawer
full of nuts and bolts. But this doesn't mean that my project was less important than all the
other project completed this semester. My project came about because of a critical need in
many people's lives. This product, that required hundreds of man hours to design and test, will
literally put the life of a patient in the hands of a surgeon . Over the course of this past year as I
completed my Capstone project; I learned a lot about how much time and effort go into the
menial and overlooked parts of our lives. Things that we picture as simple and straightforward
are actually carefully designed to perfection . I spent 6 months designing a concept for a spinal
implant to release pressure on the spinal cord in the lower back for my MAE Capstone project.
Designing this project was a difficult task from the beginning. Most MAE Capstone
teams have a detailed outline of what needs to be designed, my team had a simple problem
statement. All that we had to start with was the following statement,
"Devise a novel implant and accompanying instrumentatio n to
enable a surgeon to percutaneously expand the posterior arch of
stenotic lumber spine via osteotomy and expansion of the
pedicle."

The entire team was greatly confused by this statement and spent the first 2 months of the Fall
semester conducting research about the terms in the statement, the current procedures to fix
this problem, and the current technology that we could use to facilitate our implant and/or
future surgeon . As I have learned from previous projects, including Honors contracts, this is a
vital step that will make the rest of the project either extremely hard or simple. Thankfully,
conducting initial research made this project much easier later on. For example, the team had
been carrying two designs throughout the Fall semester that we planned on testing in the
Spring and would choose the better of the two at that time. In early December we found a
patent that covered one of the designs we were using. The patent was worded in such a way
that we could not "design around" it and had to immediately drop the design.
To facilitate the team in designing a product efficiently the five team members were
assigned roles to take charge of throughout the project. Many of the roles would be exchanged
within that time to share t he experience, but we would always have some responsibility. At the
beginning, I was chosen as the Team Lead. Since ! was the head engineer for many previous
projects, my teammates knew I could lead a group and get the project done in an orderly and
timely fashion . Towards the end of the Fall semester we switched the role of Team Lead to
another teammate and the project nearly fell apart. This new Team Lead did not delegate any
responsibility and nothing would have been done on the project for nearly 2 months if I did not
step in and delegate things for him.

My project almost led to a corporate partnership between Coorstek Medical, our
customer, and another prominent medical device company. Being the Team Lead allowed me
to play a major role in the discussions and demonstration s of our product to this other

company. This experience was invaluable from a mechanical student and business perspective. I
had the opportunity to explain our proposed procedure to the Board of Vice Presidents of this
other company. Even though I was scared and obviously intimidated, I went into the meeting
with an open mind and an attitude of learning.

Last fall , Dr. Fullmer spent many lectures talking about the critical elements of the
design process and why they are a necessary step to take. At first I thought some of these steps
would not apply to my project since it was so unique, but looking back on the entire project the
steps that Dr. Fullmer discussed were all vital to finishing the design. For example, both Dr.
Wh itmore and Jackson Graham strongly emphasized the importance of the Gantt chart in the
Fall semester. It was not apparent to our team at the t ime because we did not have multiple
tasks going on at the same time. We coordinated our work such that we would all work on the
same task for a week or so and then move to the next task as a team . This method greatly
simplified our plann ing but hinde red our progress at tim es. If one t eammate decided not to
part icipate that week, someone would have to complete his portion of the task the following
week while the rest of the team waited . Once the building and testing phases started in the
Spring, the Gantt chart became an indispensable tool; the team was constantly working on
many different tasks at the same time. This time, the Gantt chart kept us organized and close to
our original timeline . We were not expecting many tasks in this semester, but once I roughly
outlined the tasks left to complete the project the team realized that there was a lot of work
left to do.

My team was required to keep a log of our designs and all the changes that it went
through over the course of the year in a Design History Document . This part of the project was

a daunting task for my team; we put this task to the side for a long time and did not realize how
large the document would be. We quickly scrambled the last week of the semester to build this
document as well as we could. The document ended up being about 90 pages at the end of the
designing phase . We had yet to build, test, and redesign our product. The next steps, which
would be completed in the Spring semester, would add a lot more to our design document.
One triumph my team had during this project was the fact that ours was the first team
Coorstek Medical approved to try a cadaver test. All of the calculations and assumptions that
my team made over the course of the project were unfounded without the insight gained from
a cadaver test. So for us to be able to attempt to implant our device into an actual human spine
gave a multitude of insights that we were able to use to refine our design into a near ready
prototype. By working harder and more diligently over the course of the project, our team was
able to surpass everyone's expectations and take part of this amazing experience that not only
supplemented our learning as students but drastically improved our understanding o, the
problem and how to refine our solution.

This project was so much fun to complete. Having a team of S engineers for a project
like this can be a hindrance at times, but I learned to work with what I was given and make a
product that exceeded everyone's expectations. I advise students beginning the capstone
process to search for a project that is out of the norm of their college. Since my project was
beyond the scope of any professor's expertise I had a lot more freedom to experiment and test
many ideas. This allowed me to find the best design that wowed everyone once it was
manufactured. Any Honors student can find a professor that will give them a rote problem or
project to solve, but by going out on your own initiative and finding a project that you will enjoy

gives you the freedom to search and build something from the ground up. By going out of the
proverbial box, I found a project and experience that allowed me to express myself as a
mechanical engineer and as a USU Honors student.
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